142nd RHEOLA CHARITY CARNIVAL
“REAL COUNTRY ENTERTAINMENT SINCE 1871”
Easter Monday, April 9th, 2012
In aid of the Inglewood and Dunolly Hospitals and the Rheola Public Hall and Rheola Pioneers’ Park

WOODCHOPS +
FOOTRACES +
CLAY TARGET SHOOT +
SHEEP DOG TRIALS +

SMALL STATIONARY ENGINES
Display by Wedderburn, Maryborough and Talbot Clubs

CLASSIC CARS & UTE DISPLAY
Private vehicles welcome

VINTAGE TRACTOR PULL
• Tractors to be pre-1954 • No super modification or extra weights permitted • Starting time 10.30 a.m. • All exhibitors and competitors to have their own insurance cover.

EVENTS
Rubbers: Under 20 h.p.; 25 h.p.; 30 h.p.; & 35 h.p., and Open
Steels: Under 20 h.p.; 25 h.p.; 30 h.p., Open, Crawler and Classics

Generously sponsored by
• Delavedova Fertilisers (Maryborough) • Innes Motors • Beauprearts (Bendigo)
• Reliance Petroleum (Bendigo) • T.P. Daly (Dunolly) • Wheelhouse Fertilizers (Bridgewater) • Tasco Inland
• Ferguson Motors (Bridgewater) • Cahills Solicitors (Bendigo & Inglewood) • Reeves Earthmoving (Wedderburn)
• Quality Wool Exports • Bendigo Dry Cleaners • Millikin’s Pharmacy
• Beaumont Hall Pharmacy • Charlton’s (Bendigo) • Water Wheel Vineyards

Secretary: MRS ELLEN ROBERTS. 1832 Inglewood-Rheola Rd. RHEOLA, Vic. 3517
Phone: (03) 5438 8282
Office Bearers: President: Mr. Claus Kruzel, Senior Vice-President: Mr. Philip Vernon, Junior Vice-President: Mr. Peter Mason, Treasurer: Mr. John Catto.

INGLEWOOD & DISTRICTS COMMUNITY BANK
Branch

MAJOR SPONSORS
Inglewood & District Community Bank - Bendigo Bank • Lodden Shire • King Insurance Brokers • Kleenheat Gas • C.V. Bearings • A. Brandhoff • Kangarlea Vineyard (Rheola) • Independent LP Gas • Cramer Pi Ltd

FIELD EVENTS:
PEDESTRIAN EVENTS:
WOODCHOPS:
CLAY TARGET PROGRAM:
PONY CLUB:

11.00 275mm NOVICE UNDERHAND
FIRST $50 plus Nippon Cup & Trophy SECOND $25, THIRD $30
Entry fee $7.00

11.30 250mm NOVICE STANDING BLOCK
FIRST $50 plus Eddy Clark Memorial Trophy SECOND $25, THIRD $30
Entry fee $7.00

12.00 275mm OPEN UNDERHAND
FIRST $140 plus Kangarlea Vineyard Trophy SECOND $70, THIRD $40
Entry fee $12.00

12.30 250mm OPEN STANDING BLOCK
FIRST $140 plus Eddy Clark Memorial Trophy SECOND $70, THIRD $40
Entry fee $12.00

1.00 SPRINT HANDCROSS
FIRST $30 plus Steve Gibbs M.P. Trophy SECOND $20, THIRD $10
Entry fee $5.00

1.30 KEN SUTTON 200mm MEMORIAL U18 CHAMPIONSHIP
FIRST $160 plus Bendigo Bank Trophy SECOND $80, THIRD $40, FOURTH $20
Entry fee $12.00

1.30 BOYS & GIRLS FOOTRACES
All ages 5 to 13 prior trophies for 1st place
Entry fee $50

2.00 275mm HAND HITTING STANDING BLOCK
FIRST $140 plus Darryn Drum MP Trophy SECOND $70, THIRD $40
Entry fee $12.00

2.30 RHEOLA GIFT
FIRST $100 plus Apology Funerals Inglewood Trophy SECOND $50, THIRD $20
Entry fee $6.00

3.15 TWO MAN RELAY
SELECTED $100 plus Independent LP Gas Trophy SECOND $50, THIRD $30
Entry fee $5.00 per man

3.45 DOUBLE HANDED SAWING
FIRST $100 plus Rendals’ Supermarket Trophy SECOND $50, THIRD $30
Entry fee $5.00 per person

4.15 700 METRE MIXED FOOTRACE
MEN - 1st $40 plus Pascoe Moree Trophy LADIES - 1st $40 plus P.M. & Co Trophy
Entry fee $4.00

4.30 BOYS CHOP
FIRST $30 plus Nippon Cup, THIRD $15

WOODCHOP ENTRIES CLOSE 25TH MARCH 2012, with
Shane Maxwell 03 5438 3196 or John Collyer 03 5438 3059.

CLAY TARGET PROGRAM 11.00am Start

FULL REDUCED
Event 1: 10 Tgt 40/60 $6.00 $6.00
Event 2: 20 Tgt 40/60 - 4 Grades L.J.V. $14.00 $11.00
Event 3: 25 Tg/D 40/60 - 4 Grades, L.J.V. $15.00 $13.00
TOTAL $35.00 $30.00

"MISS RHEOLA" CARNIVAL GIRL 3.00pm
• SELECTION OF MISS CARNIVAL GIRL
Winner will receive Carnival Sash, plus Trophy donated by Mr. W. O. Chapman Stone. M.R.R. ENTER FREE

• MISS RHEOLA JUNIOR CARNIVAL GIRL
For girls under 13 years. Carnival Sash to winner, plus Peter Walsh M.L.A. Trophy.

• MISS RHEOLA TINY TOT
Boys under 6 years. Sash to winner, plus Fiona Mack Memorial Trophy.

• MASTER RHEOLA TINY TOT
Boys under 6 years. Sash to winner, plus Landmark Trophy.

NOVELTY EVENTS
• Boxing at Wicket • Sheaf Tossing Contest • Kicking Football
• Egg Throwing • Sheep Judging Competition • Novelty Rides
• Children’s Novelty Events • Golf, Nearest The Pin

TROPHIES FOR ALL WINNERS
INGLEWOOD RIDING CLUB INC.
Official HRCAV and Pony Club Show Rings Freshmans Dressage
Phone Brie (0428 269 144 for program

SHEEP DOG TRIALS
Open & Novice Sections 8.00am Start
All competitors are members of the Victorian Yard Utility
Farm Dog Association

ONLY COMPETING DOGS ALLOWED ON GROUND

BROADCASTING SYSTEM ON GROUND • BAZAAR • PUBLICAN’S BOOTH • LUNCHEON BOOTH • AFTERNOON TEA • BARBECUE TEA • LUCKY ENVELOPES • FRUIT AND LOLLIES STALLS • SPINNING WHEEL • HOOPLA • ICE CREAM AND SOFT DRINKS • OTHER ATTRACTIONS

ADMISSION: Adults $6.00 - Children Under 14 Free

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY FOR RHEOLA CHARITY CARNIVAL INC.
All entries will close ONE HOUR before the event is timed to start. The Official Entry Forms are available from the Secretary, Mrs. D. Roberts. Rheola. Woodchip and Footrace Entries are to be accompanied by LAST THREE PERFORMANCES. Protests in all events must be lodged within TEN MINUTES of the event. All protests to be accompanied by $20.00 - to be kept by the Committee if protest is deemed to be frivolous. All Trophies and Prizes are to be collected from the Secretary’s Office, on the day of the Sports. Competitors enter at own risk.